Detonation of the nearly half-mile stretch of steel beams that supported the old bridge over Jones Point Park in Alexandria, VA is scheduled to occur at 11:59 p.m., August 28th (Monday night/Tuesday morning). There will be a 500 foot safety zone set up around the perimeter of the old bridge and some parking in the Hunting Point Community will be affected (see picture). Approximately 30 parking spaces will be cordon off beginning noon on Monday 28th. Residents will be allowed to park on the curb lanes that are not painted yellow. Grady Management will be lifting the towing restriction within the community for this event. Alexandria Police and Fire Departments will be deployed to ensure that this required clear zone is maintained. One fire truck is scheduled to be placed on the access road just past the 1202 building.
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For the latest project information including traffic changes and construction progress:
www.wilsonbridge.com  1-877-INFO WWB (463-6992)